
Group  1
Social engagement 

/ education 

Project idea:
We have a lot of little project ideas that are easy to realize and do 
not need a lot of funding but we need people to realize them!

...therefore, a project is also to bring people together locally and 
by digital tools - and to present examples of existing projects that 
deserve to be recommended, to present and spread project ideas 
and/or to raise support for projects

What do we need to implement the idea?
We need access to digital tools - we need a digital platform / 
forum on local and international level to exchange ideas, to 
connect people that are involved and make it possible for them 
to work together and/or to organize encounters

We need support from people in positions of power: not only by 
funding, but also by giving their name or by supporting the ideas 
openly and maybe even lobbying them

We need financial support to organize encounters of the people 
who are involved



Group 2
Waste 

Management 

Communication, education, awareness is very important

- working with school children to bring new ideas to their homes
- claim the reponsibility of the decision makers

Sustainabilty is the starting point for waste management

Consumer responsibility:
- what do we really need?
- Recycle, re- use, repair?

What do we need to implement the idea?

- We can become a multiplicator ourself
- We need external support concerning implementation

European environmental policy seems to be far away from 
our daily lives.
We should trust people to involve to implementation.

EU and member states should support and encourage 
continous local small scale implementation projects.



Project idea:
Food (Too Good To Go, reuse food, buy locally)
Small group of poeple gather food  from farmers and sell it in 
the city for smaller price, sustainable delivery, profit goes to the 
farmers

Group 3
Consumerism

Clothing
Exchange of clothing, second hand, online portal "Danube Portal" 
to exchange clothes (like Vinted)

Education
Raising awareness in schools, workshops and inner circle like 
family and friends
Interngenerational dialogue: start game to start help 
conversation

- raising awareness on EU level, more workshops and exchange
- subsidy to innovative projects on this topic
- supporting funding to NGOs to raise awareness on this topic

What do we need to implement the idea?


